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3.

Parts of a Tutoring Session

 Talk together.
 Write together.
 Read the child’s writing.
 Work with words, books or writing.
 Review/reread.
 Read to the child.

Oasis Intergenerational Tutoring Program
Talk Together – Write Together – Read Together

Single Session



4.

5.

6.

 
Suggestions for Dividing This Lesson into Two Oasis Sessions

Session 1:

Session 2:

Related Activities


	Book Title: "National Geographic Kids Pandas" by Anne Schreiber
	Date: 
	Student Name: 
	Tutor Name: 
	1: Say, "I have some jokes for you today.  What goes black, white, black, white, black, white? (A panda rolling down a hill.) Why do pandas like old movies? (Because they're in black and white) What do Chinese bears eat for breakfast? (Panda-cakes!)" Can you guess what we are going to learn about today?  That's right!  Panda Bears.  Show him the cover of the book.  Say, "This is a nonfiction book about Pandas.  Nonfiction means that you will learn real facts and information about pandas."     
	2: Show him the index card with the word FACT written on it.  Say, "A fact is something that can be proven to be true.  This book about pandas is full of facts.  There are also some OPINIONS in this book." Lay out the index card with the word OPINION written on it. Say, "An opinion is what one person thinks or believes about something and that it may not be necessarily true.  Let's see if you can tell which sentences about pandas are facts and which ones are opinions."  Read the 16 "Fact or Opinion Cards."  After you read each one let him decide if it is a fact or an opinion and tell why.  Have him place the card under the correct index card with the word "Fact" or "Opinion".  
	3: Say, "As we read this book about Pandas, be thinking of five new facts that you learned from this book.  Also, be looking for any opinions the author may give in his book.  Can you find any?  Be thinking of five opinions you form about pandas while listening to this book."  Give him some examples of opinions he may think of such as (Pandas are the cutest animals in the rainforest.  Pandas are the softest bears of all.  Panda bears make the best pets because they are cuddly.) Read the book to him.   
	Materials: Book, "National Geographic Kids Pandas" "Panda Bears Fact or Opinion Paper, "Panda Fact or Opinion Cards," "Panda Acrostic Poems," "Panda Picture Writing," "Panda Craft" scissors, crayons, 2 index cards one with "Fact" and one with "Opinion" written on them
	5: Read his fact sentences to him.  Ask him to reread the sentences with you and then see if he can read the sentences by himself successfully.  Next read his opinion sentences to him. Ask him to reread the sentences with you and then see if he can read the sentences by himself successfully.  
	6: Give him the "Panda Acrostic Poem" paper. Ask him to look back through the book to find facts that he learned and to use the ones he just wrote to write an acrostic poem about Giant Pandas.  Tell him he will write the acrostic poem two times. The first time he will write facts. The second time he will write panda opinions. Write his sentences for him.  Read them together.  
	Session 1: Do steps 1- 4.
	Session 2: Do steps 5 and  6.
	Related Activities: 1.  Watch a video to learn more about pandas at https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=panda+video+for+kids&view=detail&mid=AC73968B7478DB007CC7AC73968B7478DB007CC7&FORM=IRE&adlt=strict2.  Give him the "Panda Picture Writing" paper.  Let him write a fact that matches each picture using the book for ideas.  3.  Panda Craft - Let him create a panda using a paper plate.  After he has created his panda, let him name the panda and write a story in his journal about the panda.  
	7: After reading the book, go back and ask him to find five new facts that he learned about pandas that he didn't know before.  Write his five facts on the "Panda Fact or Opinion" paper.  Then, ask him if he found any opinions in this book. (He should say none because this is a nonfiction book with only real facts and information.)  Help him form five opinion sentences about pandas and write them on the "Panda Fact or Opinion" paper.


